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Reflections on AAPM 2008 
Workshop “Becoming a Better 
Teacher of Medical Physics”

Jennifer Smilowitz, Ph.D., ABR
“A Young Medical Physicist”

Outline
• What did I learn?

– To appreciate and define different learning and 
teaching styles

– The importance of defining projects, like  SDEP
• How did I implemented it at home?

– View my course as a “work in progress ”: 
continue to edit content and keep it current.

– Become more involved in departmental 
curriculum review and AAPM (especially 
important in light of recent developments 
including DMP, new residency creations, 
2012/2014 ABR rules)

• Advantages/challenges of being junior faculty.
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My course: “Treatment Planning 
Systems”

• Graduate Medical Physics course (second year)
• Unique course that I would have liked as a grad 

student and thought about during my 3 years as 
a clinical physicist before returning to University. 

• First year: Fall 2006. It’s been very well 
received, but even going into my 4th year of 
teaching, it must remain a “work in progress” to 
continue to be effective and relevant.

• Topics: Physics of TP (2D, 3D, 4D, IMRT), 
commissioning, dose algorithms, imaging for TP, 
fusion. Lab component with Pinnacle, Tomo, 
Eclipse. smilowitz 2009 AAPM 3

Improvements to my course
• Changed the order/format:  Site based with 

commissioning last (based on student comments)
• Identify learning objectives for each lecture
• Supplement each section with a lab and reading 

assignment (treatment commissioning or planning 
exercise) – addresses different learning styles. 

• Recognize the breadth and complexity of TP topics, and 
that students may be particularly interested in some 
ancillary topic that I don’t know anything about…
developed the “Advances in RT Project” (more on that 
on next slide)

• To do:
– Increase online content 

– Incorporate existing on line teaching tools (RSNA modules?)smilowitz 2009 AAPM 4
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Advanced Topics Project

• Assignment – after AAPM 2008, realized I could 
not possibly cover all the new advanced RT 
topic…so I handed this assignment off to the 
(very competent, motivated) students.

• Provided students a template for a 2-3 page 
summary that we compiled at the end of the 
semester to share with students.

• Accomplished:
– Adds another learning style to course in 

addition to the didactic lectures, lab & 
readings. 

– Helps keep course current.
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2. At workshop, I identified a 
SDEP (Self Directed Education 

Project)
• Part of the ABR MOC
• Project: Review and update UW MP curriculum
• Significance: Provide our students with a 

thorough and very high quality graduate didactic 
experience. 

• Approach: 
– Meet with colleagues FIRST
– Collect syllabi
– Review department coursework with TG 79 
– Make suggestions for change
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Curriculum Development
• Review TG 79 and UW MP didactic curriculum 

(track system – General, Diagnostic and Health 
Physics)

• Aligning the two (daunting task of combing 
through syllabi)

• Repetition is OK….but there are competing 
objectives:
+ Presenting information multiple times for different 

applications and with different teaching styles
- Limited time! (total 4 semesters only)

• As MP develops, there is more to teach, what do 
we take out or condense, if anything? smilowitz 2009 AAPM 8
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Example of Curriculum Review
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UW MP courseTG 79 Section/topic

Advantages of being Junior 
Faculty

• Improving quality teaching is becoming a more common 
objective (2008 AAPM Workshop, 2010 Summer 
school… last one was 1978 AAPM Summer School in 
UC Santa Cruz)

• Faculty have access to workshops on how to become a 
better teacher (AAPM and at their own University)

• Good teaching is expected and valued by:
– Students (online teaching rating sites)
– Department chairs
– Hopefully tenure committees!
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• Medical Education Development and Leadership 
(MEDAL)

• PURPOSE. The purpose of MEDAL programs is to 
enhance the teaching and educational leadership skills 
of basic science and clinical science faculty in the School 
of Medicine and Public Health and to better prepare 
future educational leaders for the institution. The depth 
of material is appropriate for someone who wishes to 
become the leader of an educational program.

• One day/month, Sept – June.
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UW School of Medicine and Public 
Health MEDAL Program Challenges

• “No one likes change. Everyone likes 
improvement.  Improvement requires change.”
(Dr. Bruce Gerbi,7/27/09)

• Mantra of my clinical experience (think EMR!), 
but is also very applicable to academics.

• While junior faculty may bring new excitement to 
a department, they lack the experience and 
knowledge base of senior faculty.

• Senior teachers don’t want “young” teachers 
recommending/dictating what/how to teach, so 
all change needs to be a group project with input 
from Jr and Sr faculty.smilowitz 2009 AAPM 12
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Thank you
• Dr. Bill Hendee for organizing workshops 

and emphasizing the importance of 
education.

• Drs. Bhudatt Paliwal and James 
Zagzebski – my department chairs for 
strongly supporting academic 
development and quality teaching at UW!

• All my colleagues at UW – academic and 
clinical! 

• All the  instructors and participants at the 
2008 Education Workshop!smilowitz 2009 AAPM 13


